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The man who started a race with 10 fingers and his tackle
intact and ended with... well, let’s just say he IS the hardest
man in racing.
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SCOTT SMART WORLD SUPERBIKE

Are Superbikes so fast they’re starting to embarrass
MotoGP? How do we make World Superbike more
competitive? Are 300s the new 600s? We love throwing
awkward questions at Scott Smart late at night when he’s
really under pressure...
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raising jorge MOTOGP

Neil Spalding goes in search of answers to the question
“How can Ducati make a bike to suit a Yamaha champion...?”

sam lowes’ crew chief MOTOGP

...and we find out what’s really been going on with Sam
Lowes in the Aprilia MotoGP team in this revealing
interview with his Crew Chief Guilio Nava.

THE BUSINESS END BRITISH SUPERBIKE

Bell Helmets are getting stuck in to the UK market - and
they’re intent on making an impact in the BSB paddock.
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british talent cup BRITISH RACING
Can the Spanish train British riders to succeed in Grand
Prix? And why would they want to? Ignacio and the team
behind the venture explain.
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Yamaha: behind the scenes motogp
The intrepid Gavan Caldwell tracks down Ian Gilpin to find
out what life as a globe trotting MotoGP mechanic is like.

photographic evidence COMPETITION #2
TRACKDAYS GETTING STARTED

Put off starting racing by the thought of being the slowest
rider ever? Don’t be - help is at hand.

two-strokes at ng CLUB RACING

NG Road Racing are intent on keeping two-stroke racing
alive and kicking.

superbike secrets: the bike build WORLDSBK

Build a Superbike in 6 months? What could possibly go
wrong? Andrew Pitt finds out first hand.

a weekend at the races BRITISH SUPERBIKE

Race fan Steve Male spends a weekend under the awning
of a race team. The important ingredients? Tea, a positive
attitude and...er... sweetcorn.
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RACER SERVICES DIRECTORY

PRODUCTS

The experts in race products and services are on hand to
help you.
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MICHAEL DUNLOP

In this sensational autobiography Michael tells the story
of the Dunlops, road racing’s legendary dynasty, revealing
the human tale behind the wins and the records.
Through the passing of his uncle Joey in 2000, the young
Michael’s early difficulties on the bikes, his father’s shocking
death in 2008, what it was like growing up as a Dunlop, and
how that shaped him into the rider he is today, Michael
shows us how his ferocious desire to ride never faltered.
After all, he is a Dunlop, and road racing is in his blood.
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MICHAEL O’MARA BOOKS

www.mombooks.com

Michael O’Mara Books
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